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Linkage of household survey responses with administrative data is increasingly on the
agenda. Unique individual identifiers have clear benefits for making linkages but are also
subject to problems of survey item non-response and measurement error. Our experimental
study that linked survey responses to UK government agency records on benefits and tax
credits elucidates this trade-off. We compare five linkage criteria: one based on a respon-
dent-supplied National Insurance Number (NINO) and the other four using different
combinations of sex, name, address and date of birth. As many linkages were made using
non-NINO-based matches as were made using matches on NINO and the former were also
relatively accurate when assessed in terms of false-positive and false-negative linkage rates.
The potential returns from hierarchical and pooled matching are also examined.

Introduction

Although linkage between household survey responses and administrative records is
rare in Britain (Plewis, Smith, Wright, & Cullis, 2001), it is increasingly on the
agenda. For example, the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing is supplementing
survey data with information about respondents’ National Insurance contribution
histories, benefit and tax credit records held by government agencies and information
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30 S. P. Jenkins et al.

from hospital episode statistics and from mortality and cancer registration records
(Marmot, Banks, Blundell, Lessof, & Nazroo, 2003). The Office for National Statistics
(ONS) and the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) have a pilot project
investigating the feasibility of linking administrative record data on benefits to work-
ing-age respondents to the Labour Force Survey. The Millennium Cohort Study is
including data obtained from hospital episode statistics and birth registration records,
and plans to include school records in later sweeps (Dex & Joshi, 2004). In general,
record linkage has several attractions for household survey producers and users: it
may help diminish respondent burden, additional information may be collected, and
measurement error may be reduced. For further discussion of the possibilities
provided by linked administrative record data, see Calderwood and Lessof (2006) and
Jones and Elias (2006).

In this article, we provide evidence about the feasibility of such linkages and an
important related issue: the choice of variables to be used to implement the link
between respondents in the survey and records in the administrative source. Our anal-
ysis is based on an experimental study that linked UK government agency records on
benefits and tax credits to household survey respondents. We highlight the advantages
and disadvantages of using a self-reported National Insurance Number (NINO) as a
linkage key. Although their primary purpose relates to the administration of the
National Insurance system, NINOs are widely used because, along with National
Health Service numbers, they are unique identifiers available to all adults in the UK.

We compare the NINO-based linkage criterion with four other criteria for linking
survey respondents to administrative records on receipt of benefits and tax credits held
by the Information Centre of the DWP. Distinctive features of our work include the
examination of the relative performance of the five matching criteria (and their
combination) in terms of the numbers of matches made and their relative accuracy.
Although our analysis is based on a British household survey (the ‘Improving Survey
Measurement of Income and Employment’, i.e. ISMIE survey), the issues addressed
are of wider relevance. The match criteria that we use are similar to those that are
available in most household surveys in most countries.

Although the methodological issues of data linkage are relatively well known, there
is little experience in Britain of linkage of administrative records to household survey
data. The examples cited in the survey by Jabine and Scheuren (1986) refer to the USA.
A review of issues for the UK (Gill, 2001) focuses on linkage between different types of
administrative sources, especially medical records. The two previous UK studies that
have linked survey and administrative data did not compare matching strategies: see
Noble and Daly (1996) studying Disability Living Allowance claimants, and the DWP
(2003) study linking eligible non-recipients of the Minimum Income Guarantee (MIG)
who were respondents to the 2000/2001 Family Resources Survey with administrative
records on benefits. Moreover, both these studies focused on narrowly defined
subgroups of the population: disabled persons and low-income pensioners. Our study
uses a more widely defined population sample.

In the rest of this Introduction, we briefly review some methodological issues
concerning matching (see Jabine & Scheuren, 1986 and Gill, 2001 for detailed reviews).
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In the next section, we describe the ISMIE survey and methods of linkage with the
DWP data. We compare the linkage rates of the various match criteria, and assess their
relative accuracy, in the following two sections. Our investigation of the sources of
mismatch and measurement error provides guidance about how to refine matching
criteria in future linkage exercises using survey data. The final section contains a
summary and conclusions.

Methodological Issues Concerning Linkage Criteria

The advantages of matching using a personal identifier such as a NINO are clear: a
NINO is unique to each individual and virtually all adult Britons have one, and so it has
a very high discriminatory power. And, once issued, it does not change. There are,
however, potential disadvantages to NINO-based matches when a NINO is derived
from a household survey. There is possible item non-response: respondents may not be
willing to provide a NINO or they may not know what their NINO is. This lowers the
number of linkages that are possible to make. There is also potential measurement error:
respondents may report NINOs with error or interviewers may transcribe them incor-
rectly. As with the US Social Security Number, the NINO does not contain a check digit
(a single digit computed from the other digits in the number). One can only check the
basic format: two letters followed by six digits.

Instead of, or as well as, linking records using a NINO, one can use variables that are
collected as part of the survey and which also appear in the administrative database.
The advantage of this strategy is that the variables are already available, and there is no
additional respondent burden. The disadvantages of using these variables are as
follows. First, a match may not be unique, even if several variables are used in combi-
nation. Information about the sex of a respondent may have high accuracy but it also
has low discriminatory power (there are only two sexes).

Second, there is potential for mismatch because the survey and the administrative
source may record the same information differently. This may reflect measurement
error in either or both of the sources (e.g. a misspelt name or incorrect postcode), or
different recording conventions (e.g. administrative records may record a respondent’s
first name as William, and the survey record it as Bill). Pre-processing of name and
address information is a commonly used method of reducing the effects of these
factors.

In addition, what is apparently the same piece of information in the two sources may
refer to different dates if the survey data were collected after the date to which the
administrative data refers, or vice versa. For example, residential mobility may lead to
mismatch by address and marriage or divorce could lead to a mismatch by name if
there is a change in family name. The longer the interval between the two reference
dates, the greater these problems are likely to be.

In sum, the choice of matching variables for linkage between survey and adminis-
trative data requires information about the numbers of matches made using different
match criteria, and about their relative accuracy. Our experimental study provides new
evidence about this for the UK.
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Linkage of Data from the ISMIE Survey and DWP Administrative Records

The ISMIE Survey

The household survey data were derived from the ISMIE survey, a follow up to the 2001
wave of the BHPS-ECHP panel. This panel was derived from a random sample of
private households, the UK component of the European Community Household Panel
Survey (ECHP-UK). This began in 1994, with annual interviews thereafter. Following
the major reorganisation in ECHP design in the mid-1990s, a sub-sample was drawn
from the ECHP-UK and surveyed jointly with the primary samples of the British
Household Panel Survey (BHPS) from 1997 onwards. Although the original sub-
sample aimed to focus on low income households, the realised sample contained a
notable number of households with middle-range incomes, and some with high
incomes. Funding for the BHPS-ECHP sub-sample expired in 2001, and hence the
previously regular cycle of interviewing stopped. However, with Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC) funding, we had the opportunity to interview respondents
once more for purely methodological purposes.

The ISMIE fieldwork took place in Spring 2003. Interviews were sought with all
BHPS-ECHP panel members who had responded in survey year 2001, i.e. 1167 indi-
viduals aged 16+ in 785 households. Eligible movers were followed to their new
address. The achieved sample with complete interviews was 1033 adults, i.e. 89% of the
eligible sample. The ISMIE questionnaire was the same as that given to the main BHPS
sample in Autumn 2002, except that some modules were added for the purposes of the
methodological work, and some others (e.g. about health) were excluded in order to
minimize total respondent burden and to economise on survey costs. For further
details of the ISMIE survey, see Jäckle, Jenkins, Lynn, and Sala (2004).

At the end of the individual interview, the interviewer read a preamble stating that
additional analysis was being undertaken that year especially to assess the quality of
data collected in the survey. Then respondents were asked whether they were happy to
give us permission to link their answers with the administrative records held by the
DWP and Inland Revenue about their benefits and tax credits (but not about their
income tax). Everyone who gave consent was asked for their National Insurance
Number, and requested to consult a payslip or other records such as a pension or
benefit book or NINO card. (Whether they did or not was recorded.) The Computer-
Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI) script checked that the NINO provided was of
the correct format. Data linkages were sought for all consenting respondents, regard-
less of whether they had reported receipt of benefits. As a significant minority of
respondents had never received benefits, and so were not cases on the DWP database,
the maximum possible linkage rate was less than 100%. We return to this issue below.

The DWP Administrative Data

Our data linkages were to information held in the DWP’s ‘100% Generalized Matching
Service’ Primary Data file. This file contains a record for each person who is currently
receiving, or has ever received, any one of 15 benefits. These include Child Benefit,
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Housing Benefit, Working Families Tax Credit, several types of disability benefit,
Income Support, Job Seeker’s Allowance and the state retirement pension.

Each record contains personal details derived from information collected when a
benefit claim was made, and is updated when new scans of benefit receipt databases
indicate that they have changed. The personal details include NINO, title (Mr, Miss, Ms
and Mrs; and hence sex), date of birth (day, month, year), first name, family name,
address, and postcode. Each of these variables was potentially available from the ISMIE
survey too, and they were the basis of our linkage experiment.

For the ISMIE project, the Primary Data file was accessed in the week beginning
13 October 2003, i.e. several months after the survey interview. Information for each
recipient about dates of receipt and amounts paid is held by the DWP in separate files,
each linked to the Primary File using the individual’s NINO as the key. (The informa-
tion in these separate files is obtained from regular ‘scans’, that is 100% data extracts of
all current claims, taken as a snapshot at a particular date. Income Support and Job
Seekers Allowance data are extracted every two weeks; Child Benefit, Disability Living
Allowance, Attendance Allowance, Industrial Injuries Disablement Benefit, Invalid
Care Allowance and Tax Credit data are extracted every four weeks; Retirement
Pension, Widows Benefit, Bereavement Benefit, Severe Disablement Allowance and
Incapacity Benefit data are extracted every six weeks.) Histories of benefit and Tax
Credit receipt were obtained, covering the period 1999 to 2003.

The Match Criteria Used for Linkage

Five independent matching criteria were used to link consenting ISMIE survey
respondents to the DWP Primary Data. (We specified the criteria; the linkages per se
were undertaken by DWP staff.) The match criteria were characterized by the following
sets of variables: 

Criterion 1: NINO
Criterion 2: Sex, date of birth, postcode
Criterion 3: Sex, date of birth, forename, family name
Criterion 4: Sex, postcode, forename, family name
Criterion 5: Sex, forename, family name, address line 1

Sex was either male or female. Date of birth had day, month and year fields. UK post-
codes have two parts. The first, the ‘outward code’, is one or two letters denoting the
Area followed by one or two digits, denoting the District. The second part, the ‘inward
code’, is a digit followed by two letters (the Unit). There are 9473 postal sectors
(defined by outward code plus inward code digit) in Britain, with an average of about
2530 addresses per sector (Lynn & Lievesley, 1991). An example of ‘address line 1’ is ‘12
Errol Street’.

Because the five linkage exercises were undertaken independently, we could also
combine the results to simulate the effects of using various hierarchical match criteria
whereby a second criterion is applied to respondents who are not successfully matched
with a first criterion, etc. We focused on two criteria involving NINOs (criterion 1
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followed by criterion 2 applied to cases not matched on criterion 1, and vice versa), and
two criteria based on non-NINO matching (criterion 2 followed by criterion 3, and vice
versa). The latter two criteria are similar to the criteria used by the DWP (2003) study.
Finally, we also considered the effects of pooling the results of all five linkages.
Contrasting the linkages made using different criteria highlights the impacts of each of
the different matching variables, the NINO in particular.

Although this analysis is the first of its kind for Britain, it was not a full-fledged link-
age implementation study. For example, we used only exact (deterministic) matching,
whereas one could also use probabilistic matching (Gill, 2001) and more extensive pre-
processing of data. We used survey variables verbatim, apart from the cleaning and
formatting already implemented as part of routine panel maintenance and follow-
up. The DWP variables were also used verbatim except that addresses and postcodes
had already been processed into a consistent format using proprietary QuickAddress
Software (QAS™), an option not possible with the survey data given the resources avail-
able. The research reported here was a one-shot experimental study piggybacking on a
larger survey methodological project.

Linkage Rates

Before undertaking record linkages for ISMIE respondents, we had to gain their
informed consent. Consent rates were relatively high. About 78% of the sample
provided consent, with no differences in the rates for men and women. Some 88.7% of
consenting ISMIE respondents supplied a NINO, with little difference in the fraction
for men (87.4%) and women (89.4%). Put another way, 68.8% of the ISMIE sample
provided both consent and a NINO. For a detailed analysis of ISMIE respondents’
consent and NINO supply propensities, see Jenkins, Cappellari, Lynn, Jäckle, & Sala
(2006). For discussion of informed consent and related ethical issues relating to admin-
istrative record linkage, see ONS (2004) and Lessof (2006).

The main reason stated for not supplying a NINO was that the respondent did not
know it (9.9% of the sample), rather than a refusal to provide it (1.5%). The data also
suggest that reported NINOs are likely to be reliable. Among respondents who supplied
a NINO, just over two-thirds (67.4%) referred to a payslip or other document, and
30.8% supplied the number from memory but were confident that the number was
correct. Only 1.8% stated that they were not sure about the NINO supplied. The rate
of consultation of documents to check the NINO was markedly higher among
respondents aged 50+ (81.2%) than among respondents aged less than 50 (54.3%).
This suggests that older people were less confident in remembering their NINOs or
simply that pension books were more readily available than payslips.

We now examine linkage success rates for the five match criteria. Recall that there
are two potential reasons for a linkage not being made. Either the relevant ISMIE
respondent had never received one of the benefits or tax credits for which the DWP
database has information (a ‘true non-match’), or the respondent had received one of
the benefits or tax credits but could not be linked using the five match criteria (a ‘false
non-match’). We estimate that the true non-match rate is about one quarter, because
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71% of the ISMIE respondents reported receiving at least one of the relevant benefits
or tax credits at least one annual interview between 1999 and 2003.

The ‘pooled’ linkage rate, i.e. counting all matches on at least one criterion, was 57.3%,
which is about 18 percentage points lower than the rate expected if there were no false
non-matches. This suggests that there are false non-matches, but it is difficult to assess
their prevalence further because there are no comparable matching exercises against
which to benchmark our results. The linkage rate for matches between respondents to
the US Health and Retirement Study (HRS) and earnings records held by the Social Secu-
rity Administration (SSA), made using Social Security Numbers, was 75% (Olson, 1999).
However, this rate is not comparable with the overall ISMIE one, or the NINO-based rate
discussed below, as the expected true non-match rate is lower than in our study. In the
HRS the expected true non-match rate is near zero: virtually all US adults aged 50+ have
had some labour earnings during their working life and hence an SSA record. In the DWP
(2003) study that matched low-income pensioner respondents from the Family
Resources Survey with DWP records, the expected true non-match rate was also negli-
gible, because virtually all of the respondents would have been receiving a retirement
pension or a winter fuel payment. The actual match rate was 96% (2003, p. 55).

The linkage rates for each of the various independent and hierarchical criteria are
shown in Table 1. (These are the raw linkage rates, and potentially include mismatches,
which are discussed further below.) Among the independent matching exercises, the
greatest linkage rate was for matching based on sex, date of birth and postcode (crite-
rion 2), followed closely by matching based on NINO (criterion 1) and sex, date of
birth, forename and family name (criterion 3). The rates were 49.7%, 48.2% and
47.9%, respectively, when expressed as a fraction of the ISMIE sample size (Table 1,
column 1), or 64.0%, 62.1% and 61.7%, when expressed as a fraction of the number of
consenting respondents (column 2). Matching by criterion 4, and especially by crite-
rion 5, led to noticeably worse linkage rates, suggesting that date of birth and sex
together have relatively high discriminatory power and/or that address and name data
are subject to more variation in how they are recorded. We return to this issue below.
Almost three quarters of all consenting respondents were matched by at least one crite-
rion (‘pooled’ matching).

The high potential return to hierarchical matching is shown in the lower panel of
Table 1. Employing two criteria in combination identified a significant number of
additional matches, for both NINO-based and non-NINO-based hierarchical matches.
For hierarchical matches based on criteria 1 and 2, and on criteria 2 and 3, the linkage
rate was only about one percentage point below the rate achieved by pooling independ-
ent matches on any one of the five criteria.

Many of the differences between linkage rates for the NINO-based match and for
matches based on sex and date of birth (criteria 2 and 3) arose because of NINO item
non-response: see columns 3 and 4 of Table 1. Interestingly, the linkage rates for criteria
2–5 were all lower for respondents who did not supply a NINO than for those who did.
This might be indicative of a general tendency to supply lower quality data, or it may
be that respondents who receive benefits are more likely to supply a NINO. Among
respondents who supplied a NINO, the linkage rate when matching by NINO was 71%.
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Table 1 might also be interpreted as saying that matching by non-NINO criteria is a
potential strategy for record linkage in the future, given that securing a NINO from
every survey respondent is problematic. The veracity of this conclusion depends on the
accuracy of the various linkages. Before turning to this issue, we consider the overlaps
between the sets of respondents for whom linkages were made.

Table 2 lists the combinations of linkage outcomes from the five independent
matching exercises. Of the respondents who gave linkage consent, 26% were not linked
by any of the five independent criteria, 4% were linked by one criterion, 15% by two
criteria, 4% by three criteria, 15% by four criteria and 36% were linked by all five. The
degree of overlap between the respondents identified by even the most successful
match criteria is perhaps surprisingly small. For example, 155 respondents (19% of all
consenting respondents) were matched either by criterion 1 or by criterion 2, but not
by both. At the same time, this highlights again the potential return to hierarchical or
pooled matching procedures.

Table 2 also confirms the impression that criteria 4 and 5 add very little to the other
three criteria. Pooled matching using only criteria 1 to 3 produces exactly the same
result as pooled matching using all five criteria, as there are no respondents who match
only on one or both of criteria 4 or 5.

Linkage Accuracy

The accuracy of linkage by a particular criterion may be assessed along two dimensions.
First, one wants to minimize the proportion of actual matches that are erroneous
matches. This is the false-positive rate, calculated for criterion m as the number of
mismatches by m divided by the total number of matches by m. Second, one also wishes

Table 1 Record Linkage Rates (%) for ISMIE Respondents

ISMIE 
sample

All who gave 
consent to data 

linkage
Supplied 

NINO
Did not 

supply NINO

Criterion and matching variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Independent matching
1. NINO 48.2 62.1 70.0 –
2. Sex, date of birth, postcode 49.7 64.0 64.3 61.5
3. Sex, date of birth, forename, family name 47.9 61.7 62.6 55.0
4. Sex, postcode, forename, family name 41.7 53.7 54.4 48.4
5. Sex, forename, family name, address line 1 33.7 43.4 44.3 36.3
Pooled matching: at least one of the above 57.3 73.8 74.5 68.1

Hierarchical matching
1 followed by 2, or 2 followed by 1 56.4 72.6 74.1 61.5
2 followed by 3, or 3 followed by 2 56.1 72.1 72.7 68.1
N 1033 802 711 91
(as % of all who gave consent) (100) (88.7) (11.3)

Note: The table includes potential mismatches (see section ‘Linkage Rates’ in the text). NINO, National 
Insurance Number; ISMIE, Improving Survey Measurement of Income and Employment.
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to minimize the proportion of non-matches that are erroneous. This false-negative rate
is calculated for criterion m as the fraction of non-matches by m that were genuine
matches according to criteria other than m. (The rate is defined relative to a specific set
of criteria.) For a given linkage rate, one match criterion is unambiguously better than
another if the first has a lower false-positive rate and a lower false-negative rate than the
second. If this is not the case, unambiguous rankings of match accuracy involve addi-
tional judgements about the appropriate trade-off between the risks associated with
false positives and those associated with false negatives.

We estimated false-positive and false-negative rates by pooling information from
the five independent matching exercises. For example, for NINO matches, the false-
positive rate was derived from information on cases with match patterns of form
‘1xxxx’ in Table 2, and the false-negative rate was derived from information on cases
with match patterns of form ‘0xxxx’ (where ‘x’ refers to ‘0’ or a ‘1’). Estimates were
calculated for criteria 1–3 (but not for criteria 4 and 5 given their relatively low match
rates), and for the hierarchical and pooled criteria discussed earlier. When calculating
false-negative rates, the appropriate treatment of the 210 cases not matched on any
criterion (pattern ‘00000’ in Table 2) is a moot point: as explained earlier, a majority of
these respondents were likely to be true non-matches (non-recipients of benefits). We
report estimates of false-negative rates based on the assumption that all these individ-
uals were non-recipients of benefits. Supposing instead that they were all benefit recip-
ients increased the magnitude of every estimate but did not change the ordering of the
criteria by false-negative rate.

Table 2 Linkage Outcomes among Consenting ISMIE Respondents

All who gave consent to data 
linkage

All who gave consent and 
supplied a NINO

Linkage outcomes* Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage

00000 210 26.2 181 25.5
00100 7 0.9 3 0.4
00101 2 0.3 0 0
01000 16 2.0 4 0.6
01110 20 2.5 7 1.0
01111 49 6.1 18 2.5
10000 11 1.4 11 1.6
10010 1 0.1 1 0.1
10011 1 0.1 1 0.1
10100 47 5.9 47 6.6
10101 10 1.3 10 1.4
11000 68 8.5 68 9.6
11110 74 9.2 74 10.4
11111 286 35.7 286 40.2
All 802 100.0 711 100.0

* Outcomes for criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (in that order), with ‘0’ meaning not matched, and ‘1’ meaning 
matched. For example ‘10010’ means respondent matched by criteria 1 and 4, but not by 2, 3 or 5.
Note: The match criteria are defined in the text and summarised in Table 1. The table includes potential 
mismatches (see section ‘Linkage Rates’ in the text).
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We assumed that matches made by three or more of the five independent matching
criteria were genuine matches (except in one NINO-related situation discussed
shortly), and inspected listings of information about all remaining cases to assess
whether an actual match (or non-match) was true or false. Although, this introduced
an element of researcher judgement, assessment was almost always clear cut in practice.
For example, when the survey and DWP postcodes differed, they usually did so by only
one or two characters, and it was clear from the name, address and birth date informa-
tion, that the correct person had been identified according to one or more other crite-
ria. Address information is discussed further below.

The exceptional NINO-related situation was when the matching process led to two
different individuals in the DWP Primary Data (with two different NINOs) being asso-
ciated with a single respondent in the ISMIE survey. This arose with 14 respondents (13
with match pattern ‘11111’ and one with ‘11000’). We could determine that, in eight
cases, the NINO from the survey was incorrect and hence there was a mismatch by
criterion 1 but a genuine match by other criteria. In three cases, there was a mismatch
by criterion 3, and in one case, mismatch by criterion 5.

The estimates of the false-positive and false-negative linkage rates are shown in
Table 3. In several of the table cells, a range has been reported rather than a single esti-
mate. In each of these cases, estimation involved comparisons of address information.
Visual inspection could not resolve with certainty whether there was a genuine match
or genuine mismatch, since addresses could legitimately differ between the survey and
DWP databases because of residential mobility.

The match pattern ‘10100’, i.e. a match by NINO and also by sex, date of birth, fore-
name and family name, illustrates problems arising with address information. The 47
respondents had an ‘address line 1’ that differed between the survey and the DWP file.

Table 3 Estimates of Linkage Accuracy

False-positive rate False-negative rate

Matching method % (N) % (N)

Independent matching
1. NINO 2.2–11.6 (498) 30.9 (304)
2. Sex, date of birth, postcode 0 (513) 23.9–27.3 (289)
3. Sex, date of birth, forename, family name 0–10.9 (495) 30.6 (307)
Hierarchical matching
1 followed by 2 1.9–9.9 (583) 4.1 (219)
2 followed by 1 0.5–8.6 (583) 4.1 (219)
2 followed by 3 0–8.1 (579) 4.7 (213)
3 followed by 2 0–9.3 (579) 4.7 (213)
Pooled matching
Match by at least one of 1–5 0–8.6 (592) 0 (210)

Notes: Independent, hierarchical and pooled matching defined in the text. False-positive rate for criterion 
m = percentage of matches by m that were mismatches according to criteria other than m. False-negative 
rate for criterion m = percentage of non-matches by m that were genuine matches according to criteria 
other than m. Estimates of false-negative rates assume that all 210 cases with match pattern ‘00000’ were 
not benefit recipients (see text). N refers to the number in the denominator of the relevant rate calculation.
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However, inspection revealed that three cases had virtually identical address line 1 and
postcode (so the errors probably reflected transcription errors), 23 were in the same
postal Area and District (i.e. had the same outward code), 15 were in the same postal
Area and there were six other cases. We believe that most of the respondents were iden-
tified correctly since most residential mobility in Britain is short distance (Böheim &
Taylor, 2000, Table 1). Readers sharing our belief should take the estimates of false-
positive rates as lying towards the lower end of the range shown, and vice versa for the
false-negative rate.

The lowest false-positive rate among the independent matching criteria was for
matches by sex, date of birth and postcode (criterion 2): a remarkable 0%. The rates for
NINO matches and criterion 3 were several percentage points higher depending on
how the information about addresses was treated. The rate in the former case was at
least 2.2%, highlighting the fact that NINOs derived from surveys are subject to meas-
urement error.

NINO measurement error is illustrated by the data for the 32 respondents who
supplied a NINO and for whom there was a match on one or more criteria other than
the NINO. In 10 cases, the first two letters of the NINO were in error; for example the
letters ‘M’ and ‘N’ were swapped in seven cases. In 15 cases, digits were transposed (for
example ‘0’ as the first digit rather than the sixth) or apparently transcribed incorrectly
(for example ‘8’ rather than ‘5’). In five cases, the six digits of the survey NINO were
‘999999’, suggesting a ‘don’t know’ entry by the interviewer. In four of these cases, the
NINO was reportedly derived from a payslip or other document and, in the other case,
it was remembered with confidence. Indeed, in only two of the 32 cases was the
respondent uncertain about the NINO. These examples suggest that the source of
NINO measurement error is with the interviewer rather than with the respondent.

The lowest false-negative rates among the independent matching criteria were for
matches by sex, date of birth and postcode: between 23.9% and 27.3%. The rate for
matches by sex, date of birth, forename and family name was 30.6%, which is virtually
the same as the rate for NINO matches (30.9%). The rate for NINO matches reflects
the fact that a significant number of respondents did not supply a NINO—the problem
of item non-response cited earlier. If all 62 of these cases had supplied a NINO and a
genuine match had been made using this, then the NINO false-negative rate would fall
substantially, to 19.2%.

The false-negative rate for criterion 3 would have been lower if there had been fewer
mismatches on forename and surname. To illustrate the scope of pre-processing of
name data for reducing this type of mismatch, consider the respondents with match
pattern ‘11000’. Of the 68 cases, 39 non-matches by criterion 3 (and 4 and 5) arose
because of differences in forename alone, and half of these appeared to be where the
survey recorded a nickname. In seven cases, the forename was spelled differently, often
only by one letter (for example ‘Anne’ versus ‘Ann’). However, 16 non-matches arose
because of differences in family name alone (typically not a simple difference in spell-
ing) and 13 for other reasons, together comprising 43% of the 68 cases. Pre-processing
therefore has some potential for improving match accuracy, but this potential is
constrained (For an overview of US Census Bureau software for this and related tasks,
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see Winkler, 2001). An alternative, or supplement, to pre-processing would be to relax
the exact match on name using lookup tables based on common abbreviations or vari-
ants (e.g. surname plus initials), or other string comparison algorithms.

Choice of the best independent match criterion on the basis of linkage accuracy is
clear cut according to Table 3. Criterion 2—matching by sex, date of birth and post-
code—has both the lowest false-positive rate and the lowest false-negative rate. (It also
had the highest raw linkage rate.) Observe that a shift to using hierarchical matching
criteria reduced the false-positive rate associated with any match criteria involving the
NINO (though the change is small). But false-positive rates did not fall universally. By
contrast, false-negative rates for hierarchical matches were clearly smaller than for the
independent matches, reflecting a decrease in the number of true non-matches (i.e. a
fall in the numerator of the fraction). When matches from the five independent criteria
were pooled, there were still some possible false-positive cases after our clerical inspec-
tions (cases with different addresses). The false-negative rate for pooled matching was
zero (by assumption).

Summary and Conclusions

The positive conclusion of our study is that record linkage between household survey
responses and administrative data is feasible, and even relatively simple and cheap
matching procedures (as in our study) can yield good results when judged in terms of
numbers of matches and their accuracy.

We have also provided new evidence about the choice of matching variables when
linking respondents to household surveys with records from administrative databases.
We have emphasized that the benefits gained from using unique personal identifiers
like the NINO need to be assessed in the light of potential problems such as survey non-
response to NINO requests (leading to higher false-negative linkage rates) and meas-
urement error (leading to higher false-positive rates). Other personal variables
common to the survey and the administrative data may also be used to create linkages,
but they too have potential disadvantages. Not only is there potential measurement
error, but also some information may differ in the two sources for legitimate reasons
(e.g. names and addresses may refer to different dates in the two sources). Whether
NINO-based matching, or matching by some other criteria, leads to higher and more
accurate linkage rates is therefore a moot point.

Our study of linkages between ISMIE survey data and DWP benefit and tax credit
records using five independent match criteria has highlighted these issues. The results
suggest that linkages based on sex, date of birth, plus either postcode or first name and
family name, yield a raw linkage rate as high as that for NINO-based linkages, and the
linkages are relatively accurate.

Our hierarchical matching calculations underline the potential rewards to using
additional variables for data linkage as a supplement to, or perhaps even instead of,
NINO-based matching. For example, seeking a match on sex, birth date and postcode
plus either NINO or forename and family name led to a raw linkage rate nearly as high
as the pooled linkage rate derived when the results of all the independent matching
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procedures were pooled. The fact that high linkage rates can be achieved without using
NINOs is useful information for future linkage designers, given the additional burdens
involved with collecting NINOs.

One route to improving linkage success rates is to raise the proportion of respon-
dents who are willing and able to supply a NINO, and then to match using NINOs.
However, since almost 90% of ISMIE respondents who gave their consent to DWP data
linkage (a prerequisite for asking the NINO supply question) actually supplied a
NINO, the potential for raising the NINO supply rate further is limited. To reduce
false-positive linkage rates, NINO measurement error needs to be reduced. In our
study most of the errors appear to have arisen from interviewer transcription error
rather than respondent error. Since the potential for more sophisticated checking
routines in CAPI scripts is limited, self-entry by a respondent might be a way to reduce
this source of error.

How else might linkages between survey responses and administrative records be
improved? Pre-processing of name and address data can help reduce inconsistencies
between variables in household surveys and administrative record data. Our study
underlined the potential of this for name data, but also suggested that its scope is
constrained: a significant minority of non-matches (e.g. in surname) arose in ways that
would not have been caught easily by cleaning algorithms. Our linkage rate for matches
using address information would have been higher if the QASTM program could have
been applied to the survey data as well as to the DWP data. However, since addresses
in the two sources may refer to different dates for legitimate reasons, the application of
software algorithms may have only a limited effect. The more that benefit file scan dates
can be coordinated with the timing of the household survey fieldwork, the less that this
will be a problem. Observe too that some of the problems described in this paragraph
could also be mitigated if survey and administrative sources each contained histories of
respondents’ names and addresses, rather than a single observation for each.

It may be useful to investigate the relative merits of matching variables other than
those used here. For example, the DWP Primary Data also includes telephone numbers
for respondents. These numbers may also be routinely collected by survey agencies.
There are, of course, potential problems as well: a significant minority of respondents
may not have telephones, or change numbers relatively often (for example when
changing mobile phone provider), and they may be subject to measurement error in
the same way that NINOs are.

To get better data linkage results requires investment in matching technologies, not
only in pre-processing software but also in the development of appropriate probabilis-
tic matching algorithms. The returns to these investments will be greatest if the invest-
ments are coordinated between the major household surveys in order to take advantage
of generic similarities in information collected that could also be used for matching.
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